INTRODUCTION

The incidence of fracture of distal tibia is 0.6% and it constitutes about 10-15% of all tibia fracture cases. The incidence is on the rise due to the increase in the incidence of motor vehicle accidents and longer life expectancy. There are many methods for management of unstable distal tibia fractures. Conservative management in distal tibia fracture is usually done in younger age group and when the fracture is stable with minimal shortening but this treatment method has complications like long time immobilization leading to joint stiffness and disuse osteoporosis, malunion and limb length discrepancy. Open reduction and plate fixation though has better fracture reduction, better fixation and early mobilization, needs extensive soft tissue dissection and also has higher rate of complications like infection, delayed union due to drainage of fracture hematoma, non-union and big scar marks. External fixators and ring fixators can be used in cases when there is open fracture and severe intraarticular comminution but these methods are also not free from complications like pin track infection, cumbersome framing and non-union and malunion.

Nailing is always a preferred method of treatment in fracture shaft of tibia but it becomes technically difficult in cases when the fracture is in the distal third as the...
fracture line may extend to tibial pilon.\textsuperscript{8,9} Though nailing has advantages of preservation of fracture hematoma and avoiding damage to the overlying skin, the angular and rotational stability is not achieved in distal tibia due to the widening of the metaphysis in distal tibia and difficulty to fix the nail with two distal screws.\textsuperscript{10,11}

Minimal invasive plate osteosynthesis (MIPO) using the anatomical contoured distal tibial plate has benefits of minimal soft tissue damage, minimal periosteum elevation, preservation of fracture hematoma, stable fixation and early mobilization.\textsuperscript{12} MIPO is done without periosteum elevation and opening of the fracture site. MIPO aims to correct rotational and axial malalignment and also aims to achieve limb length. Fracture healing in MIPO occurs by formation of callus.\textsuperscript{13} The aim of our study was to evaluate the functional and clinical outcome of distal tibia fracture treated with distal tibia anatomical contoured plate by MIPO technique.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

This was a prospective study conducted from January 2015 to January 2018 in department of Orthopedics, Manipal Teaching Hospital, Pokhara, Nepal after getting the ethical clearance from the IRC. The inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study were as follows.

**Inclusion criteria**
1. Distal tibia fracture with or without simple intraarticular extension.
2. Type I and II open fracture.
3. Age more than 18 years.
4. Case of poly trauma with minor head injury not requiring neurosurgery intervention.
5. Duration of injury less than 2 weeks.

**Exclusion criteria**
1. Open fracture more than type II.
2. Poor local skin condition.
3. Pathological fracture.
4. Associated neurological or vascular injury.
5. Fracture in pediatric age group.
6. AO type C3 (articular comminution).
7. Patient with compartment or impending compartment syndrome.

All the patients with distal tibia fracture who were planned for surgery were evaluated and above knee posterior slab was given. If there were swelling in and around the ankle joint the surgery was delayed till the swelling subsided and there was wrinkle sign. Open fractures were treated with intravenous antibiotics and lavage prior to surgery. All patients were classified according to AO classification system. They underwent pre anaesthesia checkup and clearance was obtained before the surgery.

**Operative procedure**

After administration of spinal or general anesthesia the patients were placed supine on a radiolucent table. Tourniquet was used in all patients. The part was painted with 10% povidone iodine solution and draped. Small incision (size about 2.5 to 5 cm) was given over the medial malleolus. Saphenous nerve and vein were isolated and retracted. Pre contoured distal tibia locking plate was inserted from the medial malleolus. The position of plate was checked in image intensifier. The fracture was reduced with manual traction and manipulation. The plate was fixed with at least 3-4 locking screws proximally and distally (preferably 4 locking screws proximally and distally). Fibular plating was done with narrow DCP for achievement of accurate leg length whenever it was necessary.

Results were compiled. Statistical analysis was done using SPSS 16.

**Postoperative**

Postoperatively all patients were given below knee posterior slab for 4-6 weeks. Wound dressing was done on every third day. Sutures were removed after 14 days. Active and passive movements of knee and ankle were encouraged. Partial weight bearing was started after 6 to 8 weeks’ time and gradually increased to full weight bearing. The patients were followed up at 2 weeks, 6 weeks, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months’ interval. Fracture was considered to be healed when the patient had radiological callus bridging the fracture and clinically when the patient had no pain on full weight bearing.

**RESULTS**

There were total 56 patients included in the study among whom 37 (66.1%) were males. The mean age of the patients was 45.89 years (range 21-78 years) with standard deviation of 16.36. Right side distal tibia fracture was found in 31 (55.4%) cases. In this study 47 patients (83.9%) had closed fracture, 6 patients (10.7%) had type I open fracture and 3 patients (5.4%) had type II open fracture. The mechanism of injury in 25 patients (44.6%) was road traffic accident followed by fall injury in 21 patients (37.5%). The cause of fracture in distal tibia fracture due to sports injury and twisting injury was 6 (10.7%) and 4 (7.1%) respectively. Fibula plating was done in 8 patients (14.3%) as shown in Table I.

The mean time for partial weight bearing was 7.29 weeks (6–10 weeks) with standard deviation of 0.929 whereas...
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The mean time for full weight bearing was 14.29 weeks (12-20 weeks) with standard deviation of 2.40. Radiological union in our study was seen in mean time period of 17.75 weeks (16-24 weeks) with standard deviation of 1.46. Ankle stiffness was seen in 5 patients (8.9%). Hardware prominence was seen in 3 patients (5.4%). Exposure of fibular plate was seen in one patient who underwent early removal of fibular plate. One patient with type I open fracture had superficial wound infection which was treated adequately with intravenous antibiotics and regular wound dressing.

DISCUSSION

Distal tibia fracture with or without articular extension is one of the difficult fractures to treat due to its proximity to ankle joint, significant soft tissue injury and comminution due to trauma. The long term outcome of the fracture is determined by the mechanism of injury, soft tissue condition, extent of comminution and articular damage at the time of injury. The goal of surgical management for distal tibia fracture is anatomical reduction, mechanical stability with prevention of rotation and angulation and early mobilization.

MIPO technique has the benefit of indirection reduction of fracture with percutaneous plate fixation minimizing the soft tissue dissection and preservation of fracture hematoma. Due to the high success rate and good clinical outcome MIPO has become good treatment option for fracture distal tibia.

As compared to intramedullary nailing the rate of wound infection in conventional plating depends on the condition of soft tissue at the time of injury, the effect of which in MIPO has to be compared. The reported rate of wound infection is 2.6% to 14.6% and it depends on the inclusion or exclusion of open fracture. In our study we included type I and II open fractures. There were 6 type I and 3 type II open fractures and we found that the union time was late in open fractures (mean 18.5 weeks in type I and 20.66 weeks in type II). The reason for late union may be due to drainage of fracture hematoma. Superficial wound infection was seen in one case in type I open fracture which was managed with Intravenous antibiotics and regular dressing of the wound. Saphenous nerve and vein injuries have been reported in studies but we did not have any case with saphenous nerve or vein injury in our study.

CONCLUSION

MIPO for unstable distal tibia fracture is a good treatment option with good results with few complications. Due to the limitation of soft tissue dissection and preservation of fracture hematoma there is early fracture union resulting into early pain free mobilization and early return to work.
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